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Abstract 
Let X be a stable subordinator of index ct and # be the occupation measure of X. Denote 
_d(#,x) and d(#,x)  as the lower and upper local dimensions of #. We obtain that the Hausdorff 
dimension of the set of the points where d(#,x)  = fl is (2~2/fl) - a a.s. and the lower bound of 
packing dimension is 2c t -  13 a.s. if  ct~<fl~<2at. When fl > 2ct, the corresponding set is empty 
a.s.. And for a.s. co, the set of the points where t~(#,x) = a is the closure of X[0, 1]. 
O. Introduction 
In this paper we examine the structure of the occupation measure 
~o(A) = p(A) = I{tE[0, 1]: X(t)EA}I (0.1) 
defined for Borel sets A C E as the time spent in A, before time 1, by a stable subordi- 
nator of index ~t, 0 < ct < 1. This random measure has previously been used by Taylor 
and Wendel (1966) to find the exact Hausdorff measure of the trajectory X[0, 1], and 
by Taylor (1985) to establish the packing measure properties of X[0, 1]. It is an im- 
mediate corollary of these results that, at a typical point x = X(t) of the support of #, 
the local dimension 
d(p, x) lim log #(x - r, x + r) = = (0.2) 
rl0 log r 
so that, a.s. # is dimension regular with exact dimension ~ in the sense of Cutler 
(1992). Our objective in this paper is to examine the set of points (if any) where the 
local dimension d(#,x) is different from ~. 
In recent years an elaborate formalism has been developed in order to determine the 
dimension of the set 
E~ - {xEsupp#: d(la, X) = fl}; (0.3) 
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see, for example, Peyri6re (1992) for a description of this formalism and some rigorous 
proofs of  its validity in certain circumstances. In the present case the formalism breaks 
down completely because the function z(q) needed to get started has no valid definition. 
In fact, we will prove that a.s. the set E/~ defined by (0.3) is empty for all fl # ct, but 
the reason for this is that the limit in (0.2) fails to exist at every point where (0.2) is 
false. 
In fact, we prove in Section 3 that, a.s. 
d(/~, x) lira inf log/~(x - r, x + r)  = = c~ (0 .4 )  
rio log r 
for all x E supp/~, which is the closure of X[0, 1] obtained by adding the countable set 
of left limit points at the jumps of  X(t) .  The corresponding results for 
d(/~,x) = lim sup log #(x - r,x + r) (0.5) 
rl0 log r 
are more interesting. For fl >~ , put 
A# = {xEsupp#: d(/~,x) = fl}, (0.6) 
C~ = {xEsupp/~: d(/~,x)~>fl}. (0.7) 
We show, in Section 4, that C#, and therefore A/~ is empty for fl > 2cq and that 
A/~ is non-empty for c~<fl~<2a. In this interval it is easy to see that both A/~ and C/~ 
are dense in the range R = X[0, 1]. It follows that a.s. for a~<fl~<2a the Minkowski 
dimension 
A(At~ ) = A(C~) = A(R) = a. (0.8) 
By a careful covering argument we are able to obtain an upper bound for the Hausdorff 
dimension, dim(C/~), valid a.s. for each fiE [~,2a]. 
Now we use the notion of a ?-thin set E C ~ introduced in Perkins and Taylor (1996) 
to give us lower bounds for Dim(A/~), by constructing a ?-thin subset K s C C~ (7 = fl/a) 
and showing that the Hausdorff measure of K s is +oo. It follows that for ~ < fl < 2~ 
we have a.s. 
0 < dimA~ = dim C/~ < DimC~<~A(Ct~ ) = ~, (0.9) 
but we have not been able to determine the packing dimension DimA B or Dim C~ 
exactly. We remark that there is a recent paper of Dolgopyat and Sidorov (1995) 
1 
which attacks some of these problems for the case ~ =~ when the stable occupation 
measure # is equivalent o the local time at zero of a Wiener process. With a little 
'translation' work, the results in Dolgopyat and Sidorov (1995) imply two of our 
Although, for 0 < ~ ~ ½, our stable occupation measure conclusions in the case ~ = ~. 
can be thought of as local time for a symmetric stable process of index 6 = 1/(1 -~) ,  
we find it more convenient o use the known structure of a subordinator, valid for the 
whole range 0 < ~ < 1. 
Section 5 contains the construction of the ?-thin subset and a calculation of its 
Hausdorff measure. The final Section 6 brings together the various bounds to establish 
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(0.9). Before starting our analysis we collect, in Section 1, some of the preliminary 
results we shall use later. As usual, we use Cx, y to denote a finite positive constant 
whose value is unimportant (and may be unknown), arising in section x. We use the 
notation 
Xn ~ Yn as n ~ e~ 
to mean 
c0.1Y, <~xn <~ co.2Yn for large n. 
1. Preliminaries 
Our process X( t )= X(t, og) has independent increments, each satisfying a totally 
asymmetric stable law of index ~ E (0, 1 ). This makes X( t )  monotone increasing with 
Laplace transform 
E {e -u(X(s+t)-x(s)) } = e -c'.' tu~, (1.1) 
and if X (0)=0,  the value X( t )  is the sum of the jumps which have occurred up to t. 
We assume we have a standard version of X( t )  with right continuous sample paths. 
We get the support of the occupation measure/~ defined in (0.1) by adding to X[0, 1] 
the countable set of left limit points X(z - 0) at the jump times z. 
It is clear from the definition (1.1) that the process X( t )  satisfies a useful scaling 
property. For any )~ > 0, 2-1/~X(2t) is another version of the same process. The large 
tail for the distribution of an increment is quite thick: we need the estimate 
P{X(1)  > y} = P{X(s  + t) -X (s )  > yt 1/~} ~Cl.2Y -~ (1.2) 
as y--* cxz; see Skorohod (1961). The first passage process 
S(r)  = inf{t ~>0: X(t)>~r} (1.3) 
is also monotone increasing, and (1.2) gives, as z J,0, 
P{S(1 ) < z} = P{X(z )  > 1 } = P{X(1 ) > z-1/~ } ,,~ Cl.2Z. (1.4) 
In terms of the occupation measure this implies, for any to >/0, if X0 = X(to), r > O. 
P{lt(xo,xo + r) <zr  ~},.~ci,2z as r---~0. (1.5) 
But Y(t) = X( to ) -  X ( to -  t), t>~O is another version of X( t )  which is independent 
of X( t )  for t>~to. Since #(Xo - r, xo + r) < zr ~ implies both #(xo - r, xo )< zr ~ and 
#(xo,xo + r )<zr  ~ we deduce from (1.5) that, for 0 <z<,cl.3, 
Cl.4Z 2 ~<P{#(x0 - r, xo + r) < zr ~ } <~cl.5z 2. (1.6) 
Detailed definitions and properties of the dimension indices defined for subsets A of 
~a have been described in many papers, including Taylor (1986), which is a convenient 
reference. Here we note that 
O<,dim(A)<~Dim(A)<~A(A)<~ 1 (1.7) 
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for all subsets A C ~, where dimA denotes the Hausdorff dimension, DimA the packing 
dimension, and A(A) the upper Minkowski dimension. In a recent paper Perkins and 
Taylor (1996) define the notion of  a y-thin subset A C ~d (Y > 1). We use this notion 
for subsets of  E. 
Definition. A is said to be v-thin at x if there is some sequence {ri} decreasing to 0 
such that 
[(x-ri,x+ri)\(x-ri/,x+r~i)]NA = 0 for each i. (1.8) 
The set A C E is y-thin i fA  is 7-thin at x for all xEA. 
It is not difficult to construct, for all 7 > 1, deterministic sets A C ~ which are 7-thin. 
The result we need is proved in Perkins and Taylor (1996): we state it as 
Lelmna 1.1. If A C g~d is v-thin, then 
Dim(A )/> V dim(A). (1.9) 
2. The fractal analysis of/~ 
We use the formulation of  Cutler (1992) which is based on the standard ensity theo- 
rems for Hausdorff and packing measure. This is based on the local dimension in- 
dices d(#,x),d(p,x) defined in (0.4), (0.5). It helps our intuition to give alternative 
definitions: 
d(#,x)=inf {fl>O:liminf #(x-r 'x+r) } do r~ > 0 , (2.1) 
d(p,x)= inf {fl>O: limsup p(x-r'x +r) } 
r+0 r~ >0 . (2.2) 
Now in Taylor and Wendel (1996) we proved that, at a typical xo - -X(to)  we have 
a.s., 
kt(xo - r, xo + r) 
lim sup r~o-~- , _ ) l - -S~  = c2.t, 
r l0  
which implies that d(#,xo) = ~ a.s. 
The results in Taylor (1986) imply that 
t" 1 "x 1/2 
l iminf p(x0 - r, xo +r) [ log | : 0 
r r+0 r ~ \ ] 
and 
inf #(xo - r, xo + r) log - = +cxD, 
limr~ o r ~ 
so that d(#,xo) = a a.s. 
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This means that we have proved 
Theorem 2,1. I f  p is the occupation measure for a stable subordinator of index ~, 
then 
A~ = {xEsupp#: d(l~,x) = ~} 
has full measure. 
In fact, in the terminology of Cutler (1992)/~ is dimension regular and the dimension 
spectrum of/~ has a single atom at ~: it is unidimensional with exact dimension c~. 
We remark that, for Brownian motion in R a (d>~2), the occupation measure p 
defined by (0.1) satisfies a much stronger esult than that of Theorem 2.1. It is easy to 
deduce from the uniform results in Perkins and Taylor (1987) that a.s., for Brownian 
motion in Na (d>~2), 
A2 = suppp = {xEsupp/~: d(#,x) = 2}. 
This means that the multifractal spectrum of the occupation measure of Brownian 
motion is trivial if you restrict attention to powers. There will be a non-trivial packing 
spectrum using powers of log 1/r in (2.2) - we do not pursue this idea here, but restrict 
our attention to stable measures on N. 
3. Lower multifractal spectrum 
We can get full information from known results. Hawkes (1971) showed that there 
is a uniform lower growth rate for a stable subordinator. In fact, a.s. there is a 6 = 
6(co) > 0 such that 
X(s + t) - X(s) >1 ¢3.1 tl/~ log for all s C [0, 1] and t < 6. 
Hence, #(x,x + r) <<. c3.2r~(log l / r )  1-~ for all x 6 supp/~ and r < ro = ro(cO), and 
similarly, 
/ 1 \1-~ 
#(x-r ,x)<~c3.2r~t logr)  , 
so that, for all x C supp p and r small enough, 
#(x- r ,x  +r)<.c3.3r" t log r )  . (3.1) 
Since the log function is monotone increasing 
1 
l ogp(x -  r,x + r)<~ 10gc3.3 + ~logr  + (1 - ~) loglog - .  
F 
Dividing by log r < 0 gives 
log p(x - r,x + r) log c3.3 e) log log l/r, 
logr  ~>c¢ + logr + (1 - 1-0g-gr 
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so that, for all x E supp #, 
d(kt, x)  = lim inf log #(x - r,x + r) >>.ct. (3.2) 
r~o log r 
To obtain the opposite inequality we use Theorem 3 of Fristedt (1979) which reads 
a°s. 
lim inf X(s  + t) - X (s )  ~c3.4 
,~0 Ptl~ 
This implies that 
lim inf X(s  + t) - X (s )  A {X(s) - X(s  - t)} 
t~o tl/~ 
giving 
I~(X,X + r) V Ix(x - r,x) 
lim sup ~> c3.5 
t,to r~ 
or 
P(x - r ,x+r )>~c3.5  ' 
for all s C [0, 1]. 
lim sup 
t~0 r~ 
which in turn yields 
d(/~,x) = lim inf log p(x - r,x + r) ~ 
r~0 log r 
for all x E supper. Combining (3.2) and (3.3) gives 
~C3.4, 
Theorem 3.1. I f  p is the occupation measure for a stable subordinator o f  &dex ~, 
then with probability 1, 
d_(/~,x) = ~ for  every x E supp/~. 
We remark that this theorem tells us that at no point x in suppp do we have 
exceptionally small values of  p(x -  r,x + r) for all r + 0. Using (2.1) we can formulate 
this as: 
Corollary 3.2. With probability 1, 
(i) for  fi < ~, 
lim p(x - r,x + r) = 0 
r/~ 
and 
(ii) for  fl > ct, 
i~(x - r,x + r) 
lim sup 
r~0 r/~ 
hold for  all x in supp p. 
= +oo 
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4. Upper bound for the Hausdorff dimension of exceptional sets 
We will see that we can find x E supp # and a sequence r i ~ 0 such that 
#(X -- r i ,x + ri) < r~i (4.1) 
provided fl < 2~. We first establish that (4.1) is not possible whenever fl > 2c~. 
Theorem 4.1. With probability 1, 
Ct~ = {x E supp #: d(#,x) >f fl} -- 0 
jor  all fl > 2~. 
Proof. By monotonicity of C#, it is enough to show that Ct~ = 0 a.s. for a fixed fl > 2~. 
By (2.2), this will follow if we can show that, a.s. 
{ r +r, } 
D~= xEsupp#: liminf #(x r~ =0 = 0. (4.2) 
Now consider the collection Nn of dyadic intervals 
In, k=[kZ-" , (k+l )2 - " ] ,  k=1,2  . . . . .  2", 
such that In,t N supp # ¢ 0, but 
#[(k - 1)2-n,(k + 2)2 -n] < 2 -n~. (4.3) 
Using the strong Markov property from the stopping time at which X(t )  hits In,k and 
the estimate (1.5) gives 
P(In, k E (~n) ~ c4.12-n(#-~)P{X(t) hits In,k}, 
<~ c4.22-n(lJ-~)k~-l, 
using Lemma 1 of Taylor and Wendel (1996). Hence, 
2 n 
E{number of intervals in fin} ~< c4.22 -n~#-~) ~k  ~-1 
k=l 
< C4.3 2-n( f l -2~) .  
Hence, 
P{ffn contains at least one interval} < C4.32-n(~-2~t). 
By the Borel Cantelli lemma, a.s. there is an integer no--no(cO) such that 
c~ n is empty for n >~n0. 
Since x E supp # fq In,k implies that 
[x - 21-",x + 2 ~-n] D[(k - 1)2-n,(k + 2)2-n], 
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the negative of (4.3) gives 
l~[x-- 21-~,x + 21-"]>~2 -nil for all n>~no. 
I f  r satisfies 21-n < r~<22-", n~no we now have 
I~[X - r,x + r] >~C4.4 rfl, 
so that no x can satisfy the condition (4.2) for Dt~. [] 
We now use a covering argument to give an upper bound for the Hausdorff dimension 
of Cfl whenever ct ~< fl ~< 2~. It is not good enough to use the dyadic intervals of f#~ for 
a cover. We need to make use of the fact that, for x C supp ~t whenever I~(X- r,x + r) 
is small, it is because (x -  r,x + r) has a lot of empty space in it. In fact, the most 
likely way to get I,,k E fin is if X(t)  jumps into ln, k by a larger than usual jump and 
then quickly jumps out again with a large jump. Since we have to cover all of  C/~ we 
cannot use that argument, but we modify it to replace ln,k by a small number of much 
smaller intervals which cover In, k A supp/~ whenever I~,k E ff~. 
We first estimate the probability of a substantial number of a 'succession' of  fast 
intervals of a given size. Let I , , k - - - [ (k -  1)2-" ,k2-"] .  I f  X(t) hits I~,k at xk, then, 
given e > 0, 
P{0 < #(In, k (3 In,k+l) < 2 -n(~+~) } <~P{B(Xk,Xk q-2 -n) < 2 -n(~+e) } ~<C4.52-n~. 
Using a strong Markov property to restart X(t) each time it hits a new In, k, with 
U>~k+2 we see that the probability of finding a sequence 
0~<kl<kz<. - .<k~ wi thk i+t>~ki+2,  (4.4) 
such that 
In,kNsupp#=O for k i+ l<k<k i+ l ,  l<~i<~s- 1, (4.5) 
In,k N supp/~ # 0 for k =ki, 1 <~i<<.s, (4.6) 
It(In, k Uln, k+l) < 2 -n~+~) for k =k;,  1 <~i<<.s (4.7) 
is bounded above by 
(C4.52-n~) s.
g "~--ne"2~" for such a sequence starting Taking s = 2 ~n, 6 > 0 we have an upper bound tc4.5  ) 
with kl = 0. Since there are less than 2 n possible starting points kl the probability of 
finding such a sequence of ' fast '  I~,k is thus less than 
dn = 2n(c4.52--ne) 2~". 
For any e > 0, 6 > 0, 2;d, < 0o. Using Borel-Cantelli, when n>~no =n0(o)), we will 
never find a sequence of 2 ~" consecutive 'fast'  In, k hit by X(t). This completes the 
proof of: 
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Lenuna 4.2. Given e > O, 6 > 0 there is a.s. an integer no such that, whenever n>~no 
there is no sequence of  consecutive fast intervals hit by X( t )  satisfying (4.3)-(4.6) 
with s = 2 a". 
Now assume that ~ < fl < 2~, y = fl/~. We are ready to prove the main result of  this 
section. 
Theorem 4.3. With probability 1, the Hausdorff dimension 
2~ - fl 2~ 2 
dim A 3 ~ dim Ct~ ~< - -  - - -  cc (4.8) 
Note : The inequality (4.8) is true for f l=~,  when C#=supp#,  and it will be true 
also when fl = 2~ by monotonicity. 
Proof. A standard first moment argument based on (4.3) together with Borel-Cantelli 
shows that a.s. for n >~nl = nl(~o), the number Sn of the dyadics In, k hit by X(t )  which 
are fast, that is 
#(In,k 0 In,k+1 ) < 2 -"~ 
satisfies 
Sn < 2 n(2~-#+~). (4.9) 
Now suppose m = re(n) = [n([3/~ - (a/s))]; each dyadic Im,t C In, k, such that In, k is fast 
but Im,¢ is hit by X(t) ,  will satisfy 
#(Im, t U Im,(,+l ) < 2 -n/~ < 2 -m(~+c46e). 
By Lemma 4.2, there cannot be more than 2 am such Im, e consecutive fast intervals 
when n >1 n2(o 0.  Thus for large n, each fast In, k M supp # can be covered by at most 
2 am intervals of  length 2 -m+l . Thus in all we can cover by at most 
2amsn intervals of  length 2 -m+l. 
With (4.9) we can cover the fast intervals of  In, k by less than 
2am. 2n(2~- #+E) < 2m((2~--3)D+c46~+a) 
intervals of  length 2 -m+l . Now, 
O~ 
C~ C 0 U In, k, 
n=l  l.,k E~n 
so that, using this covering for large n gives s a - m(C#)= 0 for d > (2~ - fl)/7 + 
C4.6 a "1-6. But ~,6 are arbitrary so we get s a -m(Ct0=0 for d > (2~-  fl)/7 which 
implies d imCt~<(2~-  fl)/7. [] 
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5. Constructing a ~,-thin subset of C~ 
In this section our object is to construct a Cantor-like random set T~ C [0, 1] whose 
image X(Tv) will be ?-thin. It is possible to do this provided 1 < 7 < 2. In definition 
(1.8) of a ?-thin set E we allowed the sequence ri to depend on the point xEE.  The 
construction we give uses a fixed very rapidly decreasing sequence ri such that (1.8) 
is satisfied for all xEE.  
Define a sequence Pi inductively by 
0<p<l ,  Pl =P ,  Pi+l =exp(--P~I/b),  i>.l ,  (5.1) 
where b E (0, 1) will be chosen later. Let 
th = Pi log , (5.2) 
Ai = ,i = (jqi, ( j  + 2)r/i], j = 0, 1 . . . .  , [rh] . 
We say that Iji E A~ is a type K interval if it satisfies all the following conditions: 
there are times 
S1 E( ( j  -- 1)rh,jrh), 
such that 
$2 E ( ( j  + 2)t/i, ( j  + 3)qi) 
IX( ) - x ( t ) [  < IX (u )  - x(t)l > I x (s )  - x(v)l > p]/% 
(5.3) 
whenever s ~< t and s, t E ($1, Sz), u > $2, v < S1. 
Now if tl E a type K interval lj, i, and Ei is the union of all type K intervals of Ai, 
(5.3) gives 
X(Ei )  n [B(xl, ri ) \B(xl,  r)')J = 0, (5.4) 
where xl = X(h  ) and 
1 /~ (5.5) r i  = P i  • 
We are going to show that it is possible to select some of the type K intervals of Ai 
to form a set Fi C Ei in which each interval Ij, i contains the same number of  type K 
intervals of Ai+l. The set 
OO 
= 
i= l  
will then be Cantor-like and (5.4) tells us that X(T~) is a 7-thin subset of supp~ 
using the same fixed sequence ri for each x E X(T~). The advantage of using a set 
T~ constructed in the time set [0, 1] is that the behaviour of X( t )  on disjoint time 
intervals always defines independent events. To estimate the probability that ljd is a 
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type K interval we use the fact that the subordinator X(t) can be written as a sum of 
two independent subordinators 
X(t) =- Yi(t)+ Zi(t), (5.6) 
where Zi(t) is the sum of the finite set of jumps of X(t) of size at least p~/~Y, and 
Yi(t) is the sum of jumps of size less than p]/~Y. Conditions (5.3) are now equivalent 
to (5.7) and (5.8) below: 
Zi(t) has no jump in lj, i, but has at least one jump in each of Ij-l,i, Ij+l,i. (5.7) 
If (5.7) holds, let $1 be the time of the last jump of Zi(t) in lj-l,i; and $2 the time of 
the first jump of Zi(t) in Ij+l,i. Then Zi(t) is constant in (S1,S2), so in order to obtain 
a small increment in X(t) we need only add the condition 
~( s2 ) -  Y~( sl ) < pl /~. (5.8) 
We can now prove 
Lemma 5.1. For fixed j, n, let A j,, be the event that Ij,, E A, is a type K interval. 
Then, for Iaroe n, 
P(Aj, n) ,~ p](l-l/r)(log(1/pn)) -2b. (5.9) 
Proof. For any time interval J the process Zi(t) has Q(J) jumps in J where Q(J) is 
- ~/~ 
Poisson with rate IJles.lpa . Using (5.2), the rate 2, of the Poisson variable Q(Ij,,) 
satisfies 
2ti = 2pn(1Og 1/pn)-bcsApn 1/~, 
SO that the probability that (5.7) results in 
Pn ~ P2n(1-1/r)(log(1/pn ) )- 2b, 
since P{Q(Ij, n) = 0} ~ 1 as n --~ ~.  
It is easy to see that the event corresponding to (5.8) has a probability converging 
to 1 since 
P{Yn(S2) - Yn(Sl ) < pl/~} > p{yn(4rln) < pln/~ } > P{X(4qn) < pln/~ }
converges to 1 by (1.2). But now the Y, and Zn processes are independent, so we have 
established (5.9). [] 
Now let ~ be the class of all type K intervals of A,. To construct our Cantor-like 
set we want to choose the same fixed number of intervals from ~+1 in each interval 
of ~ .  We note that A j,, and Ak,, are independent whenever Ik - j l  >~4 since they relate 
to disjoint time intervals. This allows us to prove 
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Lemma 5.2. There is a positive constant e5.2 such that the number Mn+l(I) of inter- 
vals of ~+l  contained in each lEA .  a.s. satisfies 
2--2/7 Mn+l (I) >~ Un+l = c5.2P,+1 (log(1/pn+l))-2b(1og 1/pn)-b, 
whenever n>~nl = nl(o9) and lEAn. 
Proof. Using (5.9) gives 
EMn+1(1) 2(I-I/7) "~ (rln/qn+l)Pn+l (log 1/pn+l )-26 
~> 8Un+l 
for a suitable choice of c5.2, using (5.2) and (5.1). Now instead of considering all 
I),n+l C I consider only those where j=4k.  The number of these is ~qn/4q,+l and now 
the events A4k, n+l are  independent so the number is binomial with mean at least 2Un+l 
and variance at most c5.3Un+1. An application of Chebyshev to this subclass shows that 
C5.4 
P{Mn+I(I) < Un+l} < Un+---T' 
But there are l/r/, intervals I so the probability of finding at least one I E An for which 
M,+I ( I )  < Un+l (5.10) 
is bounded above by (1/qn)Cs.4/Un+l which is 
< c5.5 P]~ 1-1 (log( 1/pn+l ))3b (log( 1/Pn ))2b, 
using (5.2) and (5.1). But this is the general term of a convergent series, so an appli- 
cation of Borel Cantelli tells us that a.s. there is an integer nl =nl(o~) such that (5.1) 
is false for every lEAn whenever n>~nl. [] 
We are now ready to construct he random set Tr C [0, 1]. Start by using the first 
U.~ intervals of o~n, ; their union is denoted Fn,. Define Vl to be a multiple of Lebesgue 
measure on Fn, so that Vl(lj,.,) = 1/Un,, and Vl[F,l] = 1. In each Ij.nl we know there 
are at least Un,+l intervals o f~,+l  by Lemma 5.2, so we can pick the first U.,+I such 
intervals in each I of F~,, call this new set Fn, +1 and define v2 as a multiple of Lebesgue 
measure on F2 with v[Fn,+l] = 1. We now have Un~ Un,+l intervals 1E~n,+l  each with 
O~3 
equal v2-measure. Proceeding by induction gives us a Cantor-like set T 7 = Ni=n, F /and 
a measure v supported by T 7 such that v(1) = lim vk(I); and, whenever I is one of the 
intervals of  Fk, 
v(1)=vr(1) for all r>.k. (5.11) 
Since v(TT)= 1 and v is evenly spread on T 7, we will use it to calculate an energy 
integral. 
Lennna 5.3. The random set T 7 defined above a.s. satisfies 
q~ - m(7" 0 = +~,  
where ~O - m denotes Hausdorff measure w.r.t. ~k(s) --- s2/7-1(log l/s) 2b. 
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Proof. Because of the connection between Hausdorff measure and generalised capacity 
(see e.g. Taylor, 1962), it is sufficient o show that the energy integral 
f f v(dx)v(dy) Iq,(v) = Ix _ yl2/~_l(log(1/i x _ yl))2 b < ~.  (5,12) 
T~, x :r,, 
Since the integrand is bounded whenever Ix - Yl >~ 6 > 0 we can write 
f fA v(dx)v(dy) Ie(v ) = ¢( Ix  - y [ )  + Y (~) ,  
where 
Y(co)~<[f(q,,)] - l  <oe  a.s. 
and 
mi 
A=U U Gj,~, 
i>~nl j=l 
where 
Gj, i = {(x ,y)ET 7 × T,l: 2J+lrli>~lx - Yl > 2Jr/i}, (5.13) 
with r/i given by (5.2) and mi such that 
2m'+lrli>~rli_l >~2mirli, i>~2. (5.14) 
Note that if I0 = &,i is an interval of ~ there are at most c5.6 2j intervals J of )~i 
whose distance from Io satisfies 
2Jrli < p(Io,J) <~2J+lrli . 
Using (5.8) the expected number of such J E ~ and so the expected number in the 
corresponding Fk is at most cs.72Jp~O-l/r)(log(1/pi)) -2b. Hence, the expected number 
of rectangles of the form Ik, i x Ii, i with Ik, i,I~,i E ~i needed to cover Gj, i is at most 
cs.8Ki2Jp~ - l/7(log 1/Pi)-Zb, where 
Ki = Un, " Un,+l ... Ui 
is the total number of intervals in F/. For (x,y)CGj, i we have Ix -  Yl > U~/i, and 
V(Ik, i)P(If, i) = l /g  i. Hence ,  
[ f  fG v(dx)v(dy)] Ki 2Jp~-l/7log(1/pi) -2b 
E ,,, ~-~y~- J  ~<c5.8~/2 (2Jrli)2/7_l(log 1/2Jrli)2b. (5.15) 
But 
??/i 
2 j(2-2/r) < ¢5.9( r ] i _1 /~ i )  2 -2 /~ by (5.14), 
j~ l  
log 1/2Jqi > c5.101og 1/pi - 1 by (5.2) and (5.14), 
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Ki > Ui = cs.2p~-2/Y(log 1/pi)-2b(log 1/pi-1 )-b. 
Using (5.1) for the relation between Pi and Pi-I and combining these inequalities with 
(5.15) gives 
E[/U / c ,v (dx)v (dy) ]  I -2-2/7 (5.16) 
2, " ~( Ix -  yl) J <cs l l& - t  " 
For 7 > 1, 2 -  2/7 > 0, so a = Ui>,o Uj~, Gj, i gives 
v(dx)v(d,)l 
and 
I6(v) < oo a.s. [] 
We now use Theorem 3.1 of Perkins and Taylor (1987) to connect the Hausdorff 
measure of T;, with that of X(TT). The connection is uniform over all subsets of [0, 1]. 
This yields 
Lemma 5.4. I f  ~ is the Cantor-like set constructed after Lemma 5.2, then a.s. the 
Hausdorff measure 
q5 - m(X(~) )  = +oo,  
where 
c~(s) = s ~(2/7-1)(log l /s) ~, c5 = (1 - ~)(2/7 - 1) + 2b > 0. 
Corollary 5.5. With probability 1, 
dimX(~.) >~ 2ct2 /fl - ~. 
6. Conclusion of the analysis 
We first relate the set X(T~) C supp # with C~ defined by (0.7). 
Lemma 6.1. I f  ~ is the random Cantor-like set constructed using Lemma 5.2, then 
its image 
X(T,) C q~. 
Proof. For all xEX(T~.)= NX(Fi), by (5.4), 
X[0, 1] N {B(x, ri)\B(x, rlt)} = 0 
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for ri = p)l~, i>~no. It follows that 
I~(x - ri,x + ri) = #(x - rll,x + r/r), 
so that 
log/~(x - r~i,x + r~i ) 
aC(/~,x) >_- lira sup 
i -~  7 log r i 
1 lim sup log #(x - ri,x + r i )  
~) i~oo  logri 
~> 
>/ 
by Theorem 3. 
1 lira inf log #(x - r i , x  + ri) 
-~ i----~oo Iog ri 
1 -_d(u,x) =/~, 
7 
1. [] 
Corollary 6.2. f f  ~ <~fl < 2~, and Cl~ is defined by (0.7), then the Hausdorff measure 
4) - m(C  B) = +co ,  
where ~b(s) = s~(2/7-1)(log l /s)) a, 6 = (1 - g)(2/7 - 1) + 2b. 
Recall definition (0.6) of A~. It follows that 
A~ =C~\~_J  C[~+l/n. (6.1) 
\n= 1 
By Theorem 4.3, the Hausdorff dimension 
2~t 2
dim Cfl+l/n ~< fl Ai- 1/----b c~ < a(27 - 1 ). 
This implies that q5- m(C~+l/,) = 0 for each n, so that (6.1) with Corollary 6.2 gives 
cb - m(A~)  = ¢ - m(Cl~ ) = +co a.s. ,  
and we have complexted the proof of our main result. 
Theorem 6.3. With probability one, whenever # is the occupation measure of a stable 
subordinator of index ~ E (0, 1), the exceptional sets 
A/3 = {xEsuppp:  l imsup l ogp(x - r ,x+r )  } 
riO log r = fl ' 
{ log#(x - r ,x+r )  } 
C/~ = xCsuppp:  l imsup ]ogr  ~>fl ' 
riO 
are a.s. empty for fl > 2~, while for ~<<,fl<~2a, they are non-empty with Hausdorff 
dimension 
2c~ 2
dimA/~ = dim C~ = ~ - cc 
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Proof.  The only cases we have not explicitly proved are fl = ~ and fl = 2~. When 
fl = ~, A/~ and also C/~ contain /~ almost all points of supp/~ so dimA/~ = dimC/~ = 
dim(supp kt) -- ~. For fl = 2~ our arguments how that A~ is a.s. non-empty. In order 
to do this we need only modify the definition of  2-thin by introducing a logarithmic 
factor. We say that E C ~ is a-almost 2-thin if, for x E E there is a sequence ri ~ 0 
such that 
E fq {B(x, ri)lB(x, r2(log 1/ri)a)} = 13. 
It is clear that, for suitable a > 0, we can modify the construction of T~ given in 
Lemma 5.2 to obtain a non-empty random set T2* such that X(T~) is a-almost 2-thin. 
It is easy to see thatX(T~)CA2 = C2. [] 
We have not been able to determine the packing dimension of  the exceptional sets 
A#, CI~, but it is clear from our construction that, for c~ ~<fi < 2~, A# is dense in the 
support o f / t ,  so it will have the same upper Minkouski dimension A. Using Lemma 
1.1 applied to X(T~) now gives 
Theorem 6.4. With probability one, whenever I~ is the occupation measure of a stable 
subordinator of index ~t, the packin9 dimension of C# for ~<<,fl <~2ct a.s. satisfies 
2~ - fl~DimC~<<.A(C~) = A(supp/*) = 7. 
I f  we could show that Dim C/~ = 2a - fl, it would follow as in the argument for 
Theorem 6.3 that DimA/~ -- 2a - fl as well so we conjecture 
DimA~ = DimC~ = 2c~ - fl for a~<fl~<2a. (6.2) 
The techniques for f inding an upper bound for Dim C/~, as explained by Peyri~re (1992), 
using the multifractal formalism cannot work to establish (6.2) because we already have 
enough information in Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 to show that, whenever a < fl < 2a, the 
exceptional sets A#, C/~ are not dimension regular because a.s. 
Dim Ct~ > dim C/~. 
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